Gridded Response Items

- Gridded response items are a machine scored form of constructed response items. Students do not have options to choose from but must instead bubble their answer into the numeric grid. Students may write in the boxes above the bubbles, but only the bubbles will be scored.

- Gridded response items can now be scored by Scanning, GradeCam, or Online Answer Sheets.

  - Scanning
  - GradeCam
  - Online Answer Sheet

- Blank spaces at the beginning or end of an answer are acceptable. Answers can be right, left, or center justified.

- Blank spaces will not be converted to zeros between digits.

- Equivalent forms of answers will be counted as correct except for the following situations:
  - Complex fractions (only one division sign allowed)
  - Spaces between digits (Example: 5. 6 7 instead of 5.67)

- A tolerance level can be set on some items where appropriate where all answers within a specified range will be counted as correct.

- There are several templates available for gridded response items in SchoolCity. Contact assessmentstupport@washoeschools.net if you would like a template added.
Sample Gridded Response Items

Below are sample responses where a student would receive credit on a gridded response item
Correct answer: $-\frac{21}{4}$

Below are sample responses where a student would not receive credit on a gridded response item
Correct answer: $-\frac{21}{4}$